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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks you… etc.Those who read my abstract  know that I promised to “Grossly oversimplify how Aerial Laser Scanning works, some of the products it produces, and why they might be of interest to a forester on the Coast”…Before I start, just so we’re all clear… I am neither a Remote Sensing Scientist, nor Spatial Analyst; I’m not an Engineer nor even a Forester… but, I have been lucky enough to meet a lot of them over the last 30 years and it is their knowledge & wisdom that I’ll try to condense here over the next 15 minutes…then I’ll  turn the podium over to Brian Saunders, who will share his views on how LiDAR might fit into silviculture on the Coast.
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LiDAR is not magic... But, it’s close! 

 Map terrain & some 
forest attributes at much 
higher spatial resolution 
& accuracy than usual 
 

 “See ground features 
through the trees” 
– (sort of…) 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

LiDAR can… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main advantages of LiDAR over other RS tools used for describing ground and vegetation are susually discussed in terms ofHigher spatial resolutionHigher accuracyAnd and ability to see ground features through trees
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. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 Airborne laser scanner… 
– emits LASER pulses  
– senses energy reflected from 

objects impacted 
• intensity, distance & angle relative to 

an on-board GPS & IMU 
– stored as a digital “point cloud” 

with x,y,z & Iv for each return 

. 

Airborne Light Detection And Ranging 

. . . . 
 Other returns describe the 

vegetation canopy 

 Last returns describe terrain 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LiDAR is an acronymn for Light Detection and Ranging… it can be done using a ground-based sensor (tLiDAR) or airborne sensor (ALiDAR) mounted on a helicopter or fixed wing aircraft An airborne scanning laser can be flown over a large area, rapidly emitting pulses of laser light & the reflected returns from whatever those pulses impact are detected by an on-board sensor that records the location and intensity of each impact point, relative to an on-board GPS and ground station…  <<CHANGE>>Often, only the last returns (the ones from ground-level) are used… to produce a Digital Terrain Model for engineering or land classification purposes… generally much better than TRIM data for slope stability, hydrology, wet area mapping, road location, stream crossings, landform identification…<<CHANGE>>but the rest of the point cloud (often ignored) is rich with information on canopy structure (and very useful for inventory).
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Multiple returns from each pulse… 

 “Footprint” of pulse at 
ground-level is usually 
about 30 cm diameter 
 

 Some energy passes 
through upper canopy, & 
impacts lower vegetation 
 

 Some may hit the ground  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DOESN’T EXACTLY SEE THROUGH TREES… BUT, WHERE THERE ARE GAPS, SOME OF THE ENERGY PASSES THROUGH THE UPPER CANOPY… AND PRODUCES MULTIPLE RETURNS FROM DIFFERENT LEVELS IN THE CANOPY… AND SOMETIMES GETS AS FAR AS THE GROUND
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Ground Hits  useful for Digital Terrain Modeling (aka DEM)  

Non – ground hits  useful for canopy structure 

Pre-processing  separation of “Ground” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most LiDAR providers will do some level of pre=processing of the raw data; at the very least, they will separate the “ground hits” from the “aboe-ground hits”. For many resource exploration / engineering applications, only the ground hits are of interest… providing a “bare earth” Digital Elevation Model.
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Typical Orthophoto & LiDAR Products 

 RGB  (LiDAR rectified) 
 
 

 Raw Point Cloud 
 

 Point classification 
 

 Digital Surface Model 
 
 
 

 Digital Elevation Model 
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Digital Surface Model 
(DSM) 

Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM) 

Canopy Height Model 
(CHM) 

From: St.-Onge, B., Treitz, P., Wulder, M., Kurtz, W. & Gillis, M. 2004. Restropspective 
mappling of structural and biomass changes in forest ecosystems using photogrammetry and 
laser altimitry. Am. Geophys. Union/Can. Geophys. Union Jt. Assembly, Montreal, May 17-21 

Further processing  more information 
Subtract DEM from DSM  Canopy Height Model  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First return provides the top of the forest canopy or buidlings etc.Last Return provides a detailed picture of the ground (digital terrain model)Subracting the DSM from the DTM = Canopy height model which provides direct tree and stand height informationA BIT LATER, I WILL TALK ABOUT USING THE REST OF THE POINT CLOUD, BUT FOR NOW… 
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Seeing through the trees… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image compares LiDAR collected at 2 different point spacings IN 3 LOCATIONS WHERE CANOPY STRUCTURE IS QUITE DIFFERENT… The point to note is that dense vegetation obscures ground view; increasing point density can deal with that to some degree.THESE EXAMPLES ARE both quite low resolution compared to what is normally available today
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Images by courtesy of 

 

 

www.sfmi.ca 

Higher point density now available 

 8-12 hits/m2  common 
– higher resolution  
– larger dataset 
 

 
 

 

 More complex terrain 
needs high hit density 
for terrain mapping 

 
 With very dense cover, 

classification of ground 
hits is still challenging 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steve Platt sent this image that demonstrates the difficulty in classifying ground in Coastal BC. You can see the cliff on the left  where the vegetation separates from the DTM. This is a perfect example of why your typical automatic ground filters simply can not identify these features and strong QA/QC is required by qualified and experienced LiDAR processors who are familiar with Coastal BC. This particular example was already stringently QA/QC'd and this small error still occurred. �A good example of the differences between Coastal BC topography vs east of the Cascades and why there have been complaints about poor feature identification in some cases where a LiDAR company from back east has done the ground classification. They just don't have a feel for our topography and what is required.�
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Improved accuracy & resolution 

 TRIM2 
– 25m resolution 
– 10m vertical accuracy 

 LiDAR 
– 1m resolution 
– 10–30 cm vertical accuracy 

TRIM2 data courtesy BCMFLNRO, FAIB 

Images courtesy Joanne White, NRCan, CFS, PFC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LiDAR has 3 chief advantages over other RS technologies foresters & Engineers have traditionally used:The first 2 are Higher spatial resolutions and much higher accuracies in terrain mapping; This image is a TRIM2 DEM from a small area SE of Cambell River… and this is a LiDAR-based DEM for the same area, which is considerably clearer.The difference is even clearer when the corresponding hillshade images are comparedIn the LiDAR image, the water-courses, main road (and even some side spurs) are clearly defined.The third 
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Using LiDAR products… 

 LiDAR DEM & CHM 
–  are very useful 

supplements to 
traditional planning & 
layout tools 

 
 

Ortho Photography 

TRIM2 Contours Images by courtesy of 

 

 

www.sfmi.ca 

Sore knees, bad back & worn boots 

– should make your 
knees, back & boots 
last much longer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The utility of LiDAR has been recognized by geomorphologists, hydrologists & civil engineers for some time, and it is not surprising that the first applications in forestry are usually aimed at similar pre-occupations… where very significant cost reductions can be gained.
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LiDAR DEM 

In fact, it’s a whole new world… 

Canopy Ht. Model 

Images by courtesy of 

 

 

www.sfmi.ca 

Slope Analysis 

Deflection Lines Preliminary Layout Optimized Cutblock Layout 

Contours & Stream ID Road Layout 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, when you have that high spatial resolution, high accuracy DEM and Canopy Ht Model… it’s a whole new worldmany activities that took many weeks of field work, and months of back and forth repeated reviews by Government specialists as plans are revised or amended to reflect the realities encountered on the ground, can be largely avoided, by getting it right the first time. There is now considerable evidence of that in jurisdictions east of the Rockies (particularly in AB, where there is now, freely available LiDAR coverage on almost all of the Crown land (28.5 million hectares, last time I checked). 
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There’s still more info in the point cloud… 

 

 The raw Point Cloud is a very 
large dataset… 
 

 …can be mathematically 
processed to extract value 
 

  Enhanced Forest Inventory 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There will be a full day workshop here tomorrow on “Enhanced Forest Inventory” that is very largely based on what can be extracted from further processing of the” LiDAR Point Cloud“As you can imagine, the 3-D location and intensity of millions of point returns is a VERY LARGE data array… it is usually provided in “tiles” (few km X few km), which must be:  made into mosaic with overlaps eliminated
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Above-ground returns  “Canopy Metrics” 

Plot-level “Canopy Metrics” 

“Tiles”  Mosaic  “Grid Cells” 

LiDAR “Plots” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can then be gridded to a size you can work with statistically for model development and ground calibrationFor use in inventory, we take only the above-ground returns… first normalized against the DEM so that they are expressed as “heights above ground”… &  then examined in simulated “plots” by dividing the point cloud into portions, using a regularized grid (with cell-size dependent on forest type, but typically between 20m to 40m on a side)… Note that points <2m ht above ground are removed. An analyst can then do statistical descriptions of the point data in each grid cell (for example, the frequency or density of hits in percentiles of maximum height)… these “canopy metrics” are what we use to predict what we really want to know.
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Ground Calibration  Prediction Models 

Co-located 
LiDAR “Plots” 

“Plot-level” 
Canopy Metrics 

Regression 
Analyses 

Prediction Models 

GPS-located 
Ground Plots 

“Plot-level” 
Inventory Metrics 

Height(s)  

DBHq  

BA 

Volume 

Density  

Fuel Load  

Biomass  

Carbon 

Piece-size 

etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do that, data is collected from carefully GPS’ed ground plots of the same size as the LiDAR grid cells, and summarized to produce the inventory metrics you want to predict… the list in this slide is only a small portion of what could be of interest Then, step-wise multiple regression techniques are used to correlate each inventory metric with one or more of the canopy metrics… and prediction models are developed to estimate each of these variables… As you may be able to see in the models shown from our ON project, usually only one or two predictor variables is enough to get very good resultsLiDAR (at the resolution I am discussing today), cannot determine species, so usually… existing inventory layers are used to classify “forest types” or “spp mixes”, and separate models are developed for each type…
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Scaling up to inventory… 
 

 The appropriate prediction 
model is then applied to 
every grid-cell  predicted 
attributes, which are 
“mapped” as GIS rasters 
 
  

 Although the LiDAR 
dataset is huge… the 
products (GIS layers) are 
not and can be easily used 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, these are the first 3 steps in converting LiDAR data to something useful… all that remains is to apply those prediction models to each grid-cell across the landscape, to yield statistically sound estimates of what you want to know, based on actual measurements and map those predictions (at very high resolution) as GIS layers… which is where they become usefulNOW, I have emphasized how large the LiDAR data-set is and how challenging the data processing is … but, it is important to note that these prediction rasters… delivered to your planning and operations staff as GIS layers are SMALL, and can be easily manipulated on your average laptopSo, thus endeth the lesson…. and now I’d like to move on to a few of the actual results produced by some of the CWFC partnerships
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 Statistically-sound, 
sample-based estimates 
for every grid-cell 
 

Volume = 22,690 m3 +/- 940 m3 

 DBHq = 28 cm +/- 0.8 cm 

Volume = 22,690 m3 +/- 940 m3 

 DBHq = 28 cm +/- 0.8 cm 

 Spatial…  
– mean & confidence 

interval for parameters 
in any chosen polygon 

 

Size Class (cm) 

Mean Volume and Density by Size Class 
Stand: 4153376610 
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Figures courtesy 
Murray Woods & 
Kevin Lim 

 High Resolution 
– within–polygon 

variability 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end… you have statistically sound estimates of what you want to know in every grid-cell, based on actual measurements of the predictor variables used in the models; & those estimates are “spatial”… meaning you can get a mean and confidence interval for any mapped parameter in any polygon you choose to dilineate on the landscape you scanned…you also have greatly improved understanding of within-block variablity, which, for many operational purposes is at least as important as knowing the overall averages; The inset at bottom is a diameter distribution predicted by LiDAR for a stand in our ON project where we have partnered with OMNR, Tembec and the forest research partnership, which will discussed in some detail at tomorrow’s workshop
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276 m3/ha 

384 m3/ha 

164 m3/ha 

331 
m3/ha 

14 m3/ha 
247 m3/ha 

33 m3/ha 

525 m3/ha 

0 m3/ha 

Merch.  Volume  (m3/ha) 
For ~1 million ha 

Hinton FMA 

Scalable from plot to landscape… 

 
 This high resolution, spatial 

data can be summarized @ 
any scale of interest   
– from polygon to drainage to 

license depending on coverage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AND you have scalability…You can get these estimates for any scale – plot, stand, drainage, landscape unit or Forest License; whatever is needed to serve your purposes. These graphics are from LiDAR prediction rasters produced by CFS/CWFC at Hinton FMA in Alberta -  at left is the Merchantable Volume for the entire 990,000 ha (showing nearly 14,000,000 grid-cells) … at lower right is a 1 square km detail showing stand-level summaries for several AVI polygons (boundaries outlined in black)
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Yeah… but are the predictions any better? 
Weight-scaled volume from 272 cutblocks harvested since LiDAR acquisition 

compared to predictions from LiDAR vs. Cover Type Adjusted Volume Tables 

Information courtesy Hinton Wood Products 

A division of West Fraser Mills Ltd.  

Block Size 
(m3 X1000) 

Source of 
Prediction 

Predicted Volume   
– Scaled Volume   

Statistically 
significant? 

< 5 
n = 138 

LiDAR 
CT Vol. Table 

-6.7% 
-23.7% 

No 
Yes 

5 – 10 
n = 76 

LiDAR 
CT Vol. Table 

+1.8% 
-17.4% 

No 
Yes 

10 – 15 
n = 25 

LiDAR 
CT Vol. Table 

-1.2% 
-22.3% 

No 
Yes 

15 – 20 
n = 15 

LiDAR 
CT Vol. Table 

-4.4% 
-23.5% 

No 
Yes 

>20 
n = 18 

LiDAR 
CT Vol. Table 

+6.6% 
-17.4% 

No 
No 

Vol.T. underestimated scaled volume by 19.8% 
LiDAR overestimated scaled volume  by    0.6% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, this is a project that will be discussed in more detail tomorrow… along with a cost benefit study, creating a business case, challenges in applying to the Coast and ways to build partnerships to share costs and benefits. I hope many of you will attend… but now, I’ll turn the podium over to Brian
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